DRAWING NUMBER
ISSUE DATE
REVISES DETAIL
APPLICABLE SYSTEMS:
ALL PREVIOUS
09/03/19
FTR-LRB1

GENERAL REFERENCE:
"FTR GS08-17"
"FTR AD08-17"
"FTR MA08-17"
"FTR BA08-17"

LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET
STYLE 1

TWO FASTENERS PER BRACKET
20 GA 6" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

AIR TERMINAL
20 GA 6" WIDE STAINLESS STEEL LIGHTNING ROD BRACKET

COPING CAP AS SPECIFIED (PRE-MANUFACTURED COPING SYSTEM SHOWN)

SIDE MOUNT AIR TERMINAL BASE

CABLE CLAMP/CONNECTOR

FTR MEMBRANE FLASHING

SPACING AS SPECIFIED
5/8" CLEARANCE
2"